ADULTERY • Voluntary sexual intercourse between a married person and a partner other than the lawful spouse.

ARROGANT • Thinking too highly of oneself • conceited • narcissistic • big-headed • boastful • cocksure • cocky • egocentric • egotistic • haughty • prideful • proud • self-important • self-satisfied • vain • dictatorial • authoritarian • autocratic • bossy • bullying • high-handed • imperious • lordly • overbearing • pushy • Marked by often forceful domination or control • domineering • dominating • overbearing • overprotective • imperious • autocratic • oppressive • tyrannical •

ALONENESS • Living in isolation • hermitlike • reclusive • asocial • antisocial • cloistered • isolated • solitary • unsociable • Lacking company or association • solitary • by oneself • alienated • friendless • single • solo • Without connection to another element or entity • separately •

ADVENTURE • hunt • crusade • An exciting, often unconventional undertaking • escapade • fling • stunt • To expose to possible loss or damage • compromise • luck it • take chances • take risks • endanger • gamble • go for broke • hazard • play with fire • sail close to the wind • skate on thin ice •

AVOIDANCE • To get or keep away from • shun • keep clear • dodge • duck • elude • skip out • skip town • escape • slip away • steal away • give a wide berth to • sidestep • steer clear of • absent •

YOU DEFINE REALITY BY WHAT YOU KNOW, WHAT YOU BELIEVE, AND WHAT YOU DO ABOUT IT.

YOU MAY PRINT AND COPY AND USE THIS HANDOUT FOR YOUR PERSONAL OR PROFESSIONAL USE AS IS AS FREELY AS YOU WISH